Map Applications

UW Tower

911 Calls, Door Alarm, etc.
GIS Floor Plan
Web Application
CAD Vault
GIS Server

Change Information

CAD Maps
Revit Maps
GIS Maps

Graphic & Tabular Data

What's Next?
So what’s next?

Interior Building Routing
Think “driving directions” for the inside of a building.

True Building/Floor Elevations
More precise 3D modeling

Additional Graphical Data Sets
The more the better, but someone has to “own” them.

More Data Linking Between UW Systems

What could YOU use GIS for?
Next steps for you…

Get the GIS Software
Get the Floor Plan Templates
Get Drawings from the CADVault
Start Making Maps!
Thank you

Ideas, Comments, Questions?

Contact: Aaron Cheuvront aaronch@uw.edu